
C6 GT4 with jakes stripes instruction 

A. Understand installing 2 color stripes with masked spacers: 

- Most of your main stripes will come with masked spacers right next to it (notched looking and X marks). Please look at the 

picture below as an example for  the rear hatch main stripe. You will see 2 notched pieces  on both sides which are spacers. Only 

the front nose outer stripe will come with a spacer. 

- Check out the must read instructions on my website to know how to mix soapy solutions. 

- Installing the main stripes first, peel off paper premask (follow instruction how to peel off paper premask on my website). 

- Install outer stripes right next to the notched spacers, peel off paper premask. 

- Peel off notched spacer after peeling off paper premask of outer stripes. 

 
 

B. Stripes with premask (wet application) 

1. Installing some main center stripes in these orders:  

- Install the main center stripe around the front emblem first. 

- Install the main center stripe with a jake cutout around the rear emblem after removing the 3rd brake light. 

- Install removable roof main center stripe after taking the top off. 

- Install top rear bumper main center stripe lining up with back rear bumper stripe after popping up the hatch. 

- Install the bottom back rear bumper main center stripe after removing the license plate. 

- Pretty much install main center stripes around all the emblems first. 

 

2. Install some outer stripes in these orders (assume you can peel off all the premask) 

- Since the front nose center stripe may get ready to peel off the paper premask (keep checking and follow the install stripes 

with premask instruction), installing the front nose outer stripe right next to the center stripe. 

- Install outer stripes with a jake in the back rear bumper around the emblem, removable top, top rear bumper stripes, rear 

license plate, etc ... 

- If the removable roof stripes dry up, put it back and install a halo main center stripe lined up with the roof stripe. After lining 

up, popping up the top again to turn the halo stripes inside the weather stripping. 

- Close the hatch and install hatch center stripes lined up with the top rear bumper center stripe. After lining up, pop up the 

hatch again. 

 

3. Install hood stripes and remaining stripes (method 1: suggested method): 

- Peel off masking tape of front the nose outer stripe. 

- Install hood guide lining up with front nose outer stripes and evenly on both sides. If you align this hood guide incorrectly, your 

whole hood stripes will be messed up. 

https://www.vettestripes.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Install-Stripes-With-Premask.pdf
https://www.vettestripes.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Install-Stripes-With-Premask.pdf


- Install hood main center jake stripe (the one the same color of your main center stripes ) right next to the hood guide.  Make 

sure the top of the hood next to the windshield  is at the center of the hood. Make sure the premask laying flat on the hood so 

all the spacing will be correct when installing outer stripes later. 

- Install hatch and halo outer stripes next to the hatch and halo center stripe. 

- Peeling off all premask from outer stripes. 

- Peeling off spacers between main and outer stripes. 

- By this time, the premask on the center hood stripe may be able to peel off.  

- Install the outer hood stripes 1/4" around the main hood stripe. It does not have spacers so you will need to eyeball them 

around the center stripe. It will not be that eyeballing because you will have to center everything all together . Make sure to 

have a good amount of soapy solution so you can have more time to align it around the center hood stripe. 

 

4. Install hood outer stripe and remaining stripes (method 2): 

- Peel off masking tape of front nose outer stripe 

- Install hood outer jake stripe (the same color with your outer stripes) lined up with the front nose outer stripe. Make sure the 

masking tape on the hood is straight and laying flat without any cease so that when you install the black center stripe, 

everything will be spaced correctly. 

- Install hatch and halo outer stripes next to the hatch and halo center stripes. 

- Peeling off all premask from outer stripes. 

- Peeling off spacers between main and outer stripes. 

- By this time, the premask on the hood stripe may be able to peel off. 

- Install the center hood stripes 1/4" around the outer hood stripe. It does not have spacers so you will need to eyeball them 

around the outer stripe. It will not be that eyeballing because you will have to center everything all together. Make sure to have 

a good amount of soapy solution so you can have more time to align it around the outer hood stripe. 

 

C. Stripes without premask 

Even though you order stripes without a premask, the jake parts will always come with premask to hold everything together. So 

please click the link to know how to install stripes with premask. 

The only difference between the installation stripes without a premask is to install the 1/4" spacers after installing main center 

stripes. After each step of installing main center stripes, you just need to install 1/4" spacers right next to both side of main 

center stripes. 

All the steps will be the same as installing stripes with a premask above. 

 

https://www.vettestripes.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Install-Stripes-With-Premask.pdf

